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FAQs

We’re here to help

Integrated Management System
Welcome to the EWR Co Integrated Management System. This is where we 

host all of our key business documents in a single format and system. Here, 
you’ll find documents like company policies and strategies, procedures, 

working instructions, records and forms, as well as the branded templates to 

create them, all in a single location.

What do we mean by ‘Integrated Management System’?
An Integrated Management System (IMS) consolidates all official business policies and 
processes into one single system of management, resulting in a management system that 

is leaner, more effective, more efficient and easier to follow than having a number of 
separate systems. IMS documents can be things like corporate policies, the functional 
plans for each business area that describe how we deliver and the records produced to 

demonstrate our good governance.

What is an IMS document?

As a growing company, we’re in the process of building out our library of IMS documents. 
An IMS document can range from anything from the Asset Management Plan to our 
Whistleblowing Policy. As more and more documents get approved, they’ll be 

progressively added to the system.

What’s the IMS document system structure?

Our IMS documents span across 4 levels:
• Level 1: Policies and strategies: This is where you’ll find documents which describe what

we do and why, such as the corporate policy and functional plans for each business

area.
• Level 2: Procedures: This is where you’ll find tactical documents which describe how we

implement policy and strategy across our company.

• Level 3: Work instructions: Here, you’ll find documents that describe day-today
instructions about how we work to the procedures.

• Level 4: Records: These provide evidence of how we implement the above documents

and often ensure statutory compliance.

How do I access our IMS document library
Click the level which corresponds with the type of document you’re looking for. 
Alternatively, you can search by team, or ask one of our IMS experts for help.

How do I upload a document to the IMS?
Contact the Document Control team using the help button on this page.

What’s the difference between the team library and the IMS library?
Our library of business documents is stored in a data ‘vault’ and the IMS page can search 
for a document in two ways; whether you know the functional team that it belongs to or 
whether you know where it sits in the document system structure – you choose how you 
want to find it!

Can I edit a business template?
The branded templates that we all use are there for defining and setting adoptable 
standards across all of our business activities, which helps us deliver quality and 
consistency. The templates have been created by the External Affairs team, to reflect the 
East West Rail brand but the fields to capture data within them, are based on 
requirements from the procedures which mandate their use. Wherever possible, the 
templates should be used without alteration but feel free to suggest potential 
improvements to us!

How does this differ from Microsoft Teams?
Microsoft Teams is used for working team documentation that is in progress and requires 
collective input and/or approval, as well documents that don’t need to be controlled. 
Once a document is ready to be officially issued it can then be stored on the IMS 
SharePoint site by the Document Controller.
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